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2015 Benchmark Study for the Oil Analysis Industry

drive impact, uptime and 
savings from oil analysis

polaris  
OUTLOOK Executive Summary





In an increasingly competitive marketplace, staying ahead of the competition is more important than 
ever for your company’s maintenance team. Too often, maintenance professionals are unable to find new 
insights and knowledge about predictive maintenance strategies. With new information in hand, the search 
for best practices is over.

The POLARIS Outlook, our 2015 Benchmark Study for the Oil Analysis Industry, provides real-time 
customer feedback and data to help you benchmark your maintenance practices. Focusing on real-world 
activities and outcomes, we’ve grouped the results based on the three ways they affect programs:  

•   impact. 75% of all users find oil analysis has a significant impact on their whole maintenance 
program. These businesses invest in oil analysis to extend equipment lifecycles, maximize operational 
performance and generate savings.

•   uptime. More than 70% of respondents significantly increased their equipment uptime using oil 
analysis. Signaling equipment reliability and longevity, uptime is a clear indicator of success for 
maintenance teams. 

•   savings. 86% of companies with effective oil analysis programs save money by scheduling equipment 
downtime. This predictive maintenance strategy increases productivity, improves equipment reliability, 
extends equipment life, reduces overtime hours and raises equipment resale value. 

With the right resources and information, you can address challenges, reduce unnecessary downtime and 
maximize your operational efficiency to drive down your bottom line. The POLARIS Outlook can help you 
do just that. So, what’s your outlook?

 
Bryan Debshaw 
Chief Executive Officer 
POLARIS Laboratories®

industries represented  
in the 2015 benchmark 
study include:

• Construction 

• Industrial/Manufacturing

• Marine

• Mining

• Municipal Transportation 
(City/Highway Transit)

• Oil and Gas

• Power Generation

• Transportation  
(Over-the-Road Trucking)

Real-woRld 
feedback fRom key 

industRies

about the study

Based on feedback from more than 600 oil analysis users, The POLARIS Outlook highlights the value of oil analysis, 
reveals information about strategies that work and sheds light on how countless companies today realize proven 
impact, uptime and savings from well-executed programs. 
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drain intervals

 

reliability

outlook insights 
impact

maintenance 

uptime

n Always

n Often

n Sometimes

n Seldom

n Never

53%
28%

17%

1% 1%
n Always

n Often

n Sometimes

n Seldom

n Never

27%

22%31%

15%

5% n 125% of standard drain

n 150% of standard drain

n 175% of standard drain

n 200% of standard drain

n >200% of standard drain

n Other *

29%

23%

5%

12%

18%

13%

*  13% of respondents wrote in answers, including:
•  When needed as shown on sample results
•  Condition based
•  Varies by engine manufacturer
•  100,000 miles average intervals 
•  18 months to several years

Extending drain intervals not only reduces work 
and expenses, it also increases the length of time 
equipment is up and running.

extend drain intervals,  
and most get more than  
50% extra life from the oil. 

Q:  Equipment lasts longer using oil analysis 
compared to equipment on a manufacturer-set 
maintenance schedule.

Exercising more control over the maintenance 
program, improving productivity and saving 
money are important priorities for any company’s 
maintenance department. Not surprisingly, all are 
more likely when companies use and take action 
on oil analysis. 

 believe equipment is 
more productive over its 
lifetime with oil analysis.

Validating the predictive aspects of oil analysis, 
the vast majority of respondents – 89% – indicate 
oil analysis recommends maintenance before 
damage is observable.  

Sampling at regular intervals and responding to 
low-severity test results are crucial components 
of an effective program. This commitment to oil 
analysis translates into greater reliability, which 
starts when companies leverage their oil analysis 
programs by turning reliable information into 
timely action.

users who “always” take 
action on low-severity results 
are twice as confident in the 
reliability of equipment.

Q:  I take action on low-severity oil analysis 
recommendations.

Q:  On average, what is the new length of your 
drain intervals?

90% 2x

79%
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equipment reliability 

 

productivity

 

savings

labor

 

n Always

n Often

n Sometimes

n Seldom

n Never

58%32%

8%
1% 1%

n Always

n Often

n Sometimes

n Seldom

n Never

29%

28%24%

11%

1%

Q:  I make purchasing decisions partially based 
on oil analysis.

Not only does oil analysis increase users’ 
confidence in equipment reliability, it decreases 
the number of unexpected breakdowns.

use oil analysis to ensure 
essential equipment won’t 
break down.

Unplanned maintenance and catastrophic 
breakdowns cost time and money, and it’s hard 
to save money when maintenance teams are 
plagued by these problems. Oil analysis is a 
proven way to ensure equipment is running 
reliably and for longer periods of time. 

believe oil analysis 
decreases the number of 
unexpected breakdowns. 

Q:  Oil analysis recommends maintenance before 
damage is visible or symptoms can be noticed.

Q:  Oil analysis always decreases the number 
of overtime hours required of maintenance 
personnel. 

Equipment breakdowns almost always cause 
labor costs to rise. Pulling oil samples at regular 
intervals and taking the necessary action 
will prevent costly breakdowns and reduce 
maintenance hours. 

more likely to extend oil 
drains when testing oil 
at maintenance intervals. 
34% of companies doubled 
their drain interval. 

n  Sometimes take 
action on low-
severity results 

n  Always take  
action on low-
severity results 

18%

61%

77%
84% 20x
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commodity mentality 
 Viewing oil analysis as an expendable 
line item or add-on is another reason 
companies fail to generate impact 
from their program. 

poor understanding of  
when to take action 
 Knowledge and historical reference 
of sampling data build confidence in 
the program. When sampling results 
indicate potential issues, teams that 
are truly engaged will know when to 
take action.

lack of engagement 
 Lackluster engagement and weak 
commitment can be attributed to a 
variety of factors, including apathy 
and skepticism.

96% of users who 
submit samples online 

save time.

96%

proven impact
what keeps an oil analysis program from generating proven impact? Successful oil analysis programs have a lot going for them. In most cases, 
management is supportive while the maintenance staff is engaged and well trained. Companies whose oil analysis programs reach their potential generally 
have the right tools, resources and technology in place to direct the maintenance activities taking place.

top challenges overcome the challenges

 identify and track goals

become practical

build trust through  
training and education

energize the process by 
demonstrating success

discover the root cause  
of problems

94% experience fewer 
paperwork errors. 

94%
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what is the lifetime  
of your equipment? 
 You can compare how long 
equipment lasts to similar units, 
but how can you tell if you’ve 
gotten more or less work out of the 
equipment? 

frequent repairs can  
be daunting 
 Increasing uptime is a long-term 
project, so performing frequent minor 
repairs can seem like you’re getting 
less performance from equipment.

87%

proven uptime
what keeps an oil analysis program from generating proven uptime? Personnel responsible for a reactive maintenance program spend all their time trying to 
keep equipment in repair. They think if the equipment will stop breaking down, they might actually be able to get ahead. However, reacting to what’s happening 
today will never prepare your equipment to last through tomorrow – it takes changing your entire program to achieve a proactive maintenance strategy. 

“saved” time isn’t  
easily tracked 
 It is difficult to determine how 
much downtime is avoided when 
performing proactive maintenance.

top challenges overcome the challenges

 develop a predictive 
maintenance strategy

troubleshoot  
via oil analysis

 evaluate all test results

to act or not to act

prioritize maintenance

use installed  
sampling devices

extend drain intervals

87% of oil 
analysis users are 
more confident in 
their equipment’s 

reliability.not enough time  
 Regular sampling and minor 
maintenance often requires 
equipment to be shut down for 
short intervals.    
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63%
initial cost of program  
 Typically, savings aren’t immediate. 
Maintenance costs and workloads 
generally rise in the first weeks and 
months as underlying equipment 
problems are uncovered and 
corrected. 

understanding when and 
how to take action  
 Any decision to take action carries 
consequences. Taking a unit out of 
service to perform maintenance is 
often disruptive and costly.

irregular sampling 
 Irregular sampling and poor 
compliance make it nearly impossible 
to track any type of benefits from  
an oil analysis program – particularly 
savings. 

63% of users 
set and adjust 

preventive 
maintenance 
by running 

and reviewing 
management 

reports.

proven savings
achieving and calculating proven savings. Most believe the payoff of oil analysis comes from identifying mechanical failures before they occur in order to 
reduce maintenance costs and increase production. While “catching” equipment problems is beneficial, the equipment damage has already occurred and 
repairs are needed. Monitoring what is happening inside your equipment and comparing it to known trends will identify when damage is about to occur so 
you can prevent it from happening.

top challenges overcome the challenges

determine appropriate 
sampling frequencies

collect samples consistently

address problems early

record your savings
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investing in  
fluid analysis

proven results
fluid analysis from polaris laboratories® can do more than extend drains. Our analysis of metals, 
soot particles and other fluid properties can identify the type of wear occurring in equipment. 

Maintenance recommendations can be the difference between repairing a component at your 
convenience and losing days of productivity waiting for replacement parts.

the challenge
A global oilfield services company had 60% 
compliance with their North American fluid 
analysis program in 2012. This means the 
company didn’t know the condition of one-third 
of their 11,000 diesel engines for an entire year.

There was no consistency in the engines that 
were sampled. Some were sampled monthly, 
some every three months and some had only one 
or two samples. Sampling consistency improves 
the analysis recommendations and helps catch 
problems before damage occurs. 

performance
The company lost 33 diesel engines in that 
territory in 2012. After conducting a program 
assessment, POLARIS Laboratories® estimated 
a fluid analysis program champion could have 
prevented the catastrophic failure of at least 18 
out of the 33 units. 

These champions act as advocates for 
fluid analysis in companies by making sure 
analysis is done consistently and maintenance 
recommendations are acted on before 
breakdown occurs.

realizing value
The total replacement cost for the 33 lost units 
ran upwards of $4.6 million. Saving 18 units 
would have prevented more than $3 million of 
the company’s replacement costs. Consistent 
fluid sampling directed by a dedicated program 
champion would have only cost a fraction of 
what they paid. In addition, the company lost 
potential revenue while the equipment was 
worked on. 

results
POLARIS Laboratories® worked with the 
company to increase their sampling compliance, 
act on maintenance recommendations and shift 
their program from reactionary maintenance 
to preventive maintenance. This investment 
is paying dividends already, and the company 
designated a program champion to oversee 
their fluid analysis program.

What other maintenance function  
can save you $20 for every  

dollar you invest?

investment

1 program champion 
$150,000

return on investment  
20:1

cost

18 unnecessary 
engine losses   

$3,060,000
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how we help 
accurate. reliable. timely.
Maintenance teams need dependable recommendations and proven paths to success. POLARIS Laboratories® covers the first part for all of our customers.

•   Sound testing processes and ISO 17025 accreditation by the A2LA.
•   Actionable maintenance recommendations based on real-world statistics.
•  Quick laboratory testing on top of time-saving techniques like online sample submission and a mobile app. 

However, most companies need help turning report data into maintenance savings. The POLARIS Outlook is just one method we use to empower 
maintenance staff to make strategic improvements.

drive action.  
Our certified data analysts and field engineers 
possess specialized knowledge about 
the maintenance and engineering issues 
companies face each day. Centering your 
maintenance program around test results and 
recommendations helps your maintenance staff 
perform timely maintenance and even prevent 
equipment damage. In addition, management 
reports sort and filter data so staff can address the 
root cause of problems instead of the symptoms.  

train and educate. 
Your staff needs to understand how oil analysis 
helps the company or they will view it as a 
burden instead of a solution. The POLARIS 
Laboratories® online technical library contains 
the on-demand resources you need to train 
in-house personnel quickly and efficiently. 
When you’re ready to take the next step, our oil 
analysis experts can provide a training regimen, 
lead online webinars or even travel to different 
locations to meet the needs of your organization 
and equipment. 

experience and data. 
Since 1999, we’ve worked with hundreds of 
companies to design and implement effective 
oil analysis programs. Chances are we’ve 
encountered a situation like yours. Sharing 
proven case studies is one way we can help 
show the potential of oil analysis programs and 
find solutions that work for you in saving your 
equipment and increasing uptime.

sample fast-pass. 
Customers leveraging our EZ Label and 
online sample submission spend less time on 
paperwork while reducing the number of errors. 
As an added bonus, this process speeds your 
samples to the laboratory floor.

access anytime, anywhere. 
HORIZON® Mobile pulls oil analysis out of the 
maintenance shop office and into your hands. 
With our mobile app, you receive alerts right 
away wherever you are. The program has 
revolutionized how companies communicate 
and manage their oil analysis data. 

program roadmaps.  
A Strategic Account Review (STAR) briefing is 
an exclusive, customized consultation with one 
of our account managers to evaluate how your 
oil analysis program is currently performing and 
explore how to maximize your maintenance 
program’s predictive maintenance strategy. 
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what’s your outlook?
benchmark your maintenance practices with our full report

• Complete Charts • Verbatim Comments • Details on Overcoming Challenges • 

• Additional Perspective and Recommendations •

keep your momentum going.  
The POLARIS Outlook full report is available Novemeber 2015 with critical info  

to help your oil analysis and maintenance programs. 

order today for $129 at  
polarislabs.com/2015-polaris-outlook 
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7451 Winton Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana 46268 

www.polarislabs.com  |  +1.317.808.3750

Indianapolis  •  Houston  •  Salt Lake City  •  Edmonton  •  Guatemala  •  Poland

©2015, POLARIS Laboratories, LLC

about the polaris outlook 

The industry leader in equipment condition 

monitoring, POLARIS Laboratories® conducts 

benchmark studies to measure the current state  

of the fluid analysis industry. The POLARIS Outlook 

helps companies understand how they compare  

to industry norms. Its valuable information helps  

you establish a mission-critical fluid analysis  

program aimed at delivering greater impact, 

increased uptime and superior savings.  

about polaris laboratories® 

POLARIS Laboratories® delivers proven impact,  

uptime and savings by testing and analyzing oils, 

coolants and fuels to improve equipment  

reliability. Our six locations and partner labs  

around the globe serve 165,000 customers in 90 

countries directly and through more than  

150 private fluid analysis programs, such as 

Chevron, Phillips 66, Ingersoll Rand, Cummins  

and Allison Transmission.

polaris  
OUTLOOK


